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Eddy



The simple, quick release makes 
adjustment very easy, with an 
adjustment range of 340mm,  
so you can sit correctly in even  
the most relaxed environments. 
Eddy will support your laptop with 
ease and even provide hanging 
space for small bags.
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Simple design allows  
for easy adjustment
Stable laptop surface suitable for  
up to 2 users

 
mouse movement
Simple, quick release height adjustment
Cantilevered leg design for  
comfortable seating
Smooth, silent gas pressure control
Convenient bag holder 
 
Colour & Finish Options
Table top (metal)

Base trim

Dimensions
Footprint 950 mm by 520 mm
Maximum height 1020 mm
Minimum height 680 mm
Adjustment range 340 mm
Weight 20 kg
Maximum load weight 25 kg

Product Environmental Attributes

     

  guaranteed safe indoor air quality
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A mobile desk allowing you 
to move through the o�ce 
space and work where you 
are most e�ective.

Eddy is a versatile table for breakout,  
o�ce and meeting spaces. Mounted 
on casters, it is easy to be moved and 
set up, providing you an adjustable 
work surface wherever you need to 
be.

Eddy was designed by Johannes 
Torpe Studios (JTS) in collaboration 
with Haworth Asia Paci�c.  

Smooth �nish for writing or

*Height of �xed height version 730mm

· GREENGUARD Certi�ed -

· 100% recyclable*

(Note*: Excluding wood top)



Eddy’s gas spring activated heught
adjustment o�ers continuum and
smooth operation.

Simpli�ed handling of the tables
increase safety

Simple design allows  
for easy adjustment 

Wood & Finish Options
Table top (wood veneer)

AD-W01 Natural Walnut

AD-O03 Light Oak

Advantages
 

      

      

 
Application Examples

      

Fast and safe lifting of locked table
tops

Can lock rigidly in any desired 
position
Customized for safe and comfortable
handing

Table adjustment systems in hospital
nightstands and in school furniture

Also avaiable in o�ering Eddy Fixed
Height Table. Eddy is perfect for solo or

collaborate working and  has room 
for 2 people to sit with their laptops.

The work surface could be either
metal epoxy power �nished or
wood veneer.

The wood top adds an elegant and\na-
ture touch to Eddy family.


